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From:
Date:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

"ABuchanan"
Thursday, 10 April 2014 1:20:28 PM Australian Eastern Standard Time
"Working Together"
RE: Easter Sunday at Mangrove Ashram

I"know"of"very"few"people"from"that"time"that"would"consider"Haribodh"remotely
trustworthy"as"he"was"a"staunch"supporter"of"Akhandanada"despite"people"finally"speaking
up,"(in"fact"moreso"during"that"time)"and"was"one"of"the"few"who"took"this"further"and
actively"pursued"people"for"questioning"and"even"making"threats""on"Aks"behalf.""It"was
deeply"shocking"to"see"his"name"again"after"all"this"time."
And"I"am"also"shocked"that"Atmamuktananda"(not"Poornamurti"who"I"can"only"vaguely
recall)"would"be"considered"appropriate"for"this"role;"whatever"her"difficulties"were"at"the
time"she"clearly"expressed"views"inconsistent"with"one"who"would"be"able"to"develop"trust
with"victims"of"sexual"assault.""
From: Working Together [mailto:workingtogethertf@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 10 April 2014 10:03 AM
To: ABuchanan
Subject: Re: Easter Sunday at Mangrove Ashram

Dear Alecia,
thank you so much for your email. I will try to learn more about the swamis you
mention - I think you mean Haribodh in relation to your first point and I'm not sure if
the second point refers to Poornamurti? My understanding at this stage is that
Haribodh, at a certain point, realised what was really going on and has gone through his
own difficult years of coming to terms with that, as has his wife, Yogajayanti. I will ask
for more clarity on this. I only met him for the first time last week. It is certainly info
that you need to have.
Please let me know if you mean Poornamurti. Otherwise there is only
Atmamuktananda, and I know that she was in a very difficult position and still feels
that she was unable to fulfill the duty she was given on return from India to make
changes at Mangrove. She is one of the most hard working, sincere and genuine
swamis I know today and I do know her well.
Regarding Swami Satyananda, yes, they are questions that keep coming up and I can't
answer them. Please give us time to keep working through it all. Truth has a way of
finding its own path and I feel that this is happening, both in terms of the truths about
what happened and the truth about what needs to happen now. Our immediate work is
to reach out to those who are hurting, and I think we are now finding our way with that.
Once again, I really appreciate your openness and courage.
Kind regards,
Ahimsa
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The task force is working to help Mangrove liaise with those who have been talking about the
hurts they still live with and find a direction that is inclusive, compassionate and appropriate. We will never
have all the answers and cannot change the past. We recognise that what is happening is a journey that
is evolving and will continue to evolve.
Mangrove and the task force have been exploring ways of moving forward with these issues,
including communication where possible with those who have been profoundly hurt, consultation with the
Royal Commission, working with an HR consultant and most recently talks with an organization called
Real Justice. Following all of these communications, we have a clearer sense of direction, and have
adjusted the program at Easter time to begin that way forward. I won’t go into those details here as they
are in the other correspondence that is attached and included here. Below is the email that is being sent
to survivors of abuse who have been in touch with us, and attached is the text of the email being sent to
visitors registered for the Easter weekend, and to Satyananda Yoga teachers.
Your letters have helped us in these decisions, as have talks and communications with other
survivors. We are asking all who are affected to tell us what they think needs to happen to bring healing.
Our invitation to work collaboratively will always be open.
Kind regards,
Ahimsadhara
Email being sent to survivors of abuse who have been in touch with us:
Hari Om,
I am writing to you on behalf of the Working Together Task Force, formed to support Mangrove ashram
find ways to acknowledge and support those affected by the abuses carried out under Swami
Akhandananda’s leadership.
We are beginning to realise the significant impact of the abuse and the many layers of hurt and loss of
trust that have resulted. Our strong commitment is to be always open, honest and transparent in all our
dealings. We have cast the net far and wide to ensure that we ‘get it right’. We have sought guidance
from the Royal Commission [Institutional Sexual Abuse], from an HR consultant and just last week we had
meetings at Mangrove with an organization called Real Justice (www.realjustice.org).
However our greatest challenge has been communicating with the survivors of abuse and at times we
really haven’t known how to respond, what to say or how to reach out in a compassionate and supportive
way. What we have learned however is that for those whose lives have been impacted by the abuse, it
has been a very personal and at times, isolating experience. In answering the question, ‘what might
meaningful support look like?’, we strongly believe that we must ‘journey’ with those who are struggling to
deal with the impact of the abuse in order to help them make sense and meaning of what has happened,
and to assist them to go to a more hopeful and peaceful place.
Originally, during the Easter program, we were going to acknowledge the hurt experienced and apologise
to those who have been harmed. We now realize that an apology is not appropriate at this point and that
our focus will be on extending an invitation to others to ‘journey’ with all those who need our
understanding, love and support. The Easter Sunday session will begin with an acknowledgement
followed by an exploration of stories then ideas on what everyone feels will make the journey an
opportunity for learning and growth. This is to be an inclusive process that evolves into a future in which
we can say that we are proud of how we responded to this awful chapter of abuse in our organisation’s
history.
The attached letter is being sent to Mangrove’s Easter visitors and to teachers. It provides details about
what will now take place. We feel it is important to let you know how we intend engaging with our whole
community.
We realise that for some of you being part of the Easter gathering will not be possible, and for lots of
reasons. However, we want to extend an invitation to anyone who feels they need to be there for their
own personal reasons, or because they just want to be part of the journey.
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Be assured that Easter Sunday is an important beginning point and that as things unfold our hope is that
you will at some point feel okay about inviting our community to be part of your own journey. We will keep
in touch. You can contact me on this email address or phone Rocklyn Ashram on 03 5345 7434 if you
would like to talk.

With kind regards,
Ahimsadhara for
Working Together Task Force

